
 
 
I wish to make my comments clear regarding the stoppage of publisacs. 
 
As I am on a fixed income, like many in this city, it is important for 
me to shop the most economical way possible for groceries and household 
items.  The Publisac gives me the means to do this.  I cannot imagine 
using my car to visit each grocery store to see which has the best 
prices for the week.  You say you are trying to stop gas emissions but 
without the Publisac that's what is going to happen. 
 
You can make the argument that I can use the Internet to get the flyers, 
but who's going to pay for my internet bills? 
 
I was recently talking to neighbours in my area and they are not 
receptive to getting rid of them.  Most use them. 
 
Why aren't you outlawing advertising sent by Post Canada.  My mailbox is 
always full of garbage advertising that goes straight to the recycle 
bin. It's never anything important. I think you should take the federal 
government to task.  That is something you should be looking into. 
 
Loto Quebec is another institute where there is mounds of paper 
produced.  Giving bills for ticket purchases, tons of non winning 
scratch tickets, paper for billets non gagnant, it's pretty awful. 
 
Never mind removing publisacs.  We should be concentrating on air 
traffic causing air pollution.  I live near the airport and there are 
planes coming in and out all the time.  Less airplanes flying around 
would be a great idea. 
 
Fix the roads, make sure cars aren't idylling. 
 
I want my Publisac and my suburban newspaper.  If the millennials or 
anyone else don't want it, all they have to do is put a sign on their 
mailbox or on the side of their door saying "pas de Publisac, Merci ".  
It's simple.   
 
I just needed to replace my furnace with an electrical one because you 
are outlawing oil heating. Make sure I have the means to budget for this 
new furnace - for me publisacs are my way. 
 
Regards 
 
Diane Brongel & Denis Langlais 
 
 
 
 
 


